
Ephesians 6:10-20 

Rough and somewhat literal translation by Richard WrightA 

 

(10) Finally keep being strong in the Lord and in the might of his power. (11) Put 

on (or clothe yourselves)B in the whole armor of God so you will be able to stand 

against the schemes of the devil. (12) Because our struggle is not against blood and 

flesh but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers of 

this darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.  

(13) For this (reason) take up the whole armor of God so you will be able to 

withstandC on that evil day and, having accomplished everything, to stand (firm). 

(14) Stand therefore, girding yourself (or and gird yourself) (with) the (belt) of 

truth and putting on (or put on) the breastplate of righteousness (15) and tying 

beneath (your) feet with (the) readiness of the gospel of peace.D (16) In all (things) 

(or with all these) taking up (or take up) the shield of faith with which you will be 

able to extinguish the flaming arrows of the evil (one). (17) And take the helmet of 

salvation along with (or and) the sword of the Spirit which is the wordE of God.  

(18) Praying (or pray)F with all prayers and supplications in the Spirit at all times. 

And to this (end) keeping alert with all perseverance and supplication (or and 

persevere always in supplication) for all the saints. (19) And (as) for me (so) that 

in opening my mouth (or when I open my mouth) I might be given a word (or 

message) to make known with boldness the mystery of the gospel (20) for which I 

serve as an ambassador in chains – so that I express it boldly as I must speak. 

                                                           
A I found this passage moderately difficult to translate from Koine Greek. I struggled with a few 

of the verses. 
B There is some wordplay here. “Keep being strong” is Greek endunamousthe and “Put on, 

clothe yourselves” is endusasthe.  
C Greek anthistemi which sounds similar to anistemi “raise up, resurrect”. 
D I had trouble with the grammar of this verse. 
E Greek hrema “word, utterance” as opposed to logos “word”. Hard to distinguish in English. 
F One thing that makes paragraphs like this difficult to translate is there are only a few main 

verbs some of which are followed by a short series of participles. In other words “do this – doing 

these other things along the way”. And even this final section does not have a main verb. It is 

difficult to say what is the main verb on which this section depends grammatically. “Keep being 

made strong”? 
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